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What we need to discuss with GSPWG 

1. Sustainability Goal: qualitative description [input received]

2. Undesirable results for each indicator

§ GW Levels à examples: Protection of Domestic Wells, 2015 versus aspirational 
[input received]

§ Storage [input received]

§ Surface Water Depletionà Protection of GDEs, Protection of Interconnected 
surface Waters [discussion in progress]

§ Water Quality à Constituents  - SMC, monitoring only [input received]

§ Subsidence [input received]
§ Seawater Intrusion [input received] 2
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SMC for each Indicator

3. Sustainable Management Criteria (minimum thresholds, measurable objectives, 
interim milestones)

§ GW Levels [input received]

§ Storage [input received]
§ Surface Water Depletion [discussion in progress]

§ Water Quality [input received]

§ Subsidence [input received]

3
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Monitoring Networks, Baseline Assumptions and PMAs

4. Monitoring Networks 
§ GW Levels [input received]
§ ISW [discussion in progress]
§ Water Quality [input received]
§ GDEs (not a sustainability indicator, but a beneficial user of groundwater) [discussion in progress]

5. Baseline Assumptions [input received]
6. Projects and Management Actions

§ Options for GSP
§ Groundwater Substitution Transfers [input received]
§ Recharge [discussion in progress]
§ Groundwater Banking/Accounting [discussion in progress]
§ Others [discussion in progress]

§ Model Scenarios – to assess effectiveness of PMAs [discussion in progress] 4

02/19/2021
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Agreements and Implementation

7. Inter-basin Agreements (data sharing, communications, do no harm, …)

Cosumnes, Yolo, Solano, NASb

Potential areas of coordination – SMC, Stream depletion estimates, GDE 
identification, Monitoring

8. GSP Implementation

Governance Structure

Costs/Budget/Fee Structure

55

02/19/2021
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Discussion - Questions?

Thank you!

6
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INTERCONNECTED SURFACE WATER 
AND GROUNDWATER LEVEL

February 19, 2021

SASb GSPWG:
County of Sacramento

Northern Delta

Omochumne-Hartnell Water 
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Sacramento Central Groundwater 
Authority

Sloughhouse RCD

South American Subbasin Groundwater Sustainability Plan Development

Sustainable management criteria & monitoring networks
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Agenda
1. Review Interconnected surface water (ISW) monitoring locations and 

selection methodology
2. Advance a definition of “significant and unreasonable ISW depletion”
3. Propose measurable objectives (MOs) and minimum thresholds (MTs) for 

ISW depletion 
4. Advance a definition of “significant and unreasonable chronic decline 

groundwater elevation”
5. Propose MOs and MTs for groundwater elevation
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ISW
Gaining

Losing 
connected

Losing 
disconnected

23 CCR § 351(o) 
“Interconnected 
surface water” refers 
to surface water that 
is hydraulically 
connected at any 
point by a continuous 
saturated zone to the 
underlying aquifer 
and the overlying 
surface water is 
not completely 
depleted.
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Monitoring well Pumping wells à

stream

2015
MT

MO

ISW characterization and management approach
Fundamental assumption*: ISW depletion in excess of what has been observed post-
2015 is significant and unreasonable. If near stream hydraulic gradients are managed to 
remain at 2015 levels or improve, ISW depletion will not worsen.

*Addressing Regional Surface Water Depletions in California: A PROPOSED APPROACH FOR COMPLIANCE WITH THE SUSTAINABLE GROUNDWATER MANAGEMENT ACT (EDF, 2018)

Approach:
1. Identify ISW reaches 
2. Strategically site monitoring wells to measure hydraulic gradient (groundwater level)
3. Monitor for changes in hydraulic gradient indicative of increased depletion

small gradient

medium gradient

large gradient
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ISW

Disconnected

§ Assume:
Thalweg elevation - clogging layer thickness = elevation where surface and groundwater disconnect

(DEM, LiDAR)             (soil thickness)

1. Identify ISW reaches 

SURGO soil maps
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ISW locations

Data gap
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2. Strategically site monitoring wells to measure hydraulic gradients

17

Area of 
near-stream 
influence

Area where changes 
in dh/dl indicate 
changes in the rate of 
ISW depletion 

EDF, 2018
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Compute gradients along transects perpendicular 
to ISW reaches to find where gradients are 
minimally influenced by streamflow*

*EDF, 2018 recommend at least 2,000 ft.
In the plot to the left, dh/dl values are 
averaged over the period from 2005-2018
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19

2. Strategically site 
monitoring wells 

gradient influenced by river

Gradient influenced by 
changes in the cone of 
depression

ISW monitoring wells should be 
placed within the light blue 
band. 

Changes in gradient at these 
wells indicate changes in ISW 
depletion. 

ISW monitoring 
zone

Near stream environment

3000’

6000’
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GSP monitoring 
network: level, 
storage, ISW
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21

If heads are allowed to fall below 2015 
groundwater levels (or MTs), the GSP should 
demonstrate that lowering levels will not have 
significant and unreasonable impacts to ISW 
depletion and beneficial users of ISW.

Requires an analytical or numerical model.

If heads are NOT allowed to fall below 2015 levels, 
paired stream and groundwater level measurements 
can be used to monitor gradients and meet 
compliance requirements.

3. Monitor geradients between surface and groundwater

Flow 
gauge

Groundwater 
level sensor
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Observed gradients*

*positive gradient = flow away from stream
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Modeled gradients*

*positive gradient = flow away from stream
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Observed v modeled
gradient* comparison

*positive gradient = flow away from stream
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Observed v modeled
gradient* comparison

*positive gradient = flow away from stream
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ISW depletion rate estimate

§ What is the typical monthly ISW depletion rate (seepage loss, 
AF/month) at ISW reaches, and how has this changed over time?

Depletion rate 
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ISW depletion
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ISW depletion
(2005 onward)
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ISW sustainable management criteria (SMC)

§ Assumption: additional ISW depletion in excess of that experienced 
since 2015 is significant and unreasonable.

§ Why assume this?
§ If lower MTs are specified, the GSP has burden of proof to 

demonstrate that those lower MTs will not cause additional significant 
and unreasonable ISW depletion.

§ Lowering groundwater levels always increases the gradient, thus 
increasing ISW depletion.
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ISW SMC
§ Undesirable results: Significant and unreasonable depletion of 

surface water resulting from groundwater extraction occurs 
when interconnected surface water bodies experience greater 
depletion than that observed since 2015-01-01.

§ MTs are set at the lowest groundwater elevation observed 
since 2015-01-01, as maintaining levels above this point 
ensure that the ISW depletion rate will not increase.

MT
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ISW SMC
§ Undesirable results: Significant and unreasonable depletion of 

surface water resulting from groundwater extraction occurs 
when interconnected surface water bodies experience greater 
depletion than that observed since 2015-01-01.

§ MTs are set at the lowest groundwater elevation observed 
since 2015-01-01, as maintaining levels above this point 
ensure that the ISW depletion rate will not increase.

§ MOs:
§ MO1 (aspirational): 25th percentile of observed groundwater 

elevations since 2015-01-01, roughly in line with average 
spring levels year round

MT

Clogging layer

MO 1

less operational flexibility for conjunctive use, 
less likely to overshoot MT
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MO 1

ISW SMC
§ Undesirable results: Significant and unreasonable depletion of 

surface water resulting from groundwater extraction occurs 
when interconnected surface water bodies experience greater 
depletion than that observed since 2015-01-01.

§ MTs are set at the lowest groundwater elevation observed 
since 2015-01-01, as maintaining levels above this point 
ensure that the ISW depletion rate will not increase.

§ MOs:
§ MO1 (aspirational): 25th percentile of observed groundwater 

elevations since 2015-01-01, roughly in line with average 
spring levels year round

§ MO2 (realistic): 50th percentile of observed groundwater 
elevations since 2015-01-01, roughly in line with average 
spring and fall levels year round

MT

Clogging layer

more operational flexibility for conjunctive use, 
more likely to overshoot MT

MO 2
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ISW SMC
§ Undesirable results: Significant and unreasonable depletion of 

surface water resulting from groundwater extraction occurs 
when interconnected surface water bodies experience greater 
depletion than that observed since 2015-01-01.

§ MTs are set at the lowest groundwater elevation observed 
since 2015-01-01, as maintaining levels above this point 
ensure that the ISW depletion rate will not increase.

§ MOs:
§ MO1 (aspirational): 25th percentile of observed groundwater 

elevations since 2015-01-01, roughly in line with average 
spring levels year round

§ MO2 (realistic): 50th percentile of observed groundwater 
elevations since 2015-01-01, roughly in line with average 
spring and fall levels year round

§ Identification: More than 25% (3/9 wells) of representative 
monitoring wells fall below MTs for 3 consecutive years at 
each location (akin to a 7 year long drought).

§ Use cosana to determine demand reduction required as 
undesirable results are identified. 

MT

Clogging layer

MO 1

MO 2
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ISW 
MTs & 
MOs

MO 2

MT

MO 1

Clogging layer
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ISW 
MTs & 
MOs
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GSP monitoring 
network: level, 
storage, ISW
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Groundwater level SMC
§ Undesirable results: Significant and unreasonable chronic 

lowering of groundwater levels occurs when such lowering 
threatens the long-term viability of domestic, agricultural, 
municipal, or environmental users of groundwater.

§ MTs are set at the lowest groundwater elevation observed 
since 2015-01-01, as maintaining levels above this point 
ensures no additional harm to beneficial users of groundwater.

MT
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Groundwater level SMC
§ Undesirable results: Significant and unreasonable chronic 

lowering of groundwater levels occurs when such lowering 
threatens the long-term viability of domestic, agricultural, 
municipal, or environmental users of groundwater.

§ MTs are set at the lowest groundwater elevation observed 
since 2015-01-01, as maintaining levels above this point 
ensures no additional harm to beneficial users of groundwater.

§ MOs:
§ MO1 (aspirational): 25th percentile of observed groundwater 

elevations since 2015-01-01, roughly in line with average spring 
levels year round

MT

MO 1

less operational flexibility for conjunctive use, 
less likely to overshoot MT
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Groundwater level SMC
§ Undesirable results: Significant and unreasonable chronic 

lowering of groundwater levels occurs when such lowering 
threatens the long-term viability of domestic, agricultural, 
municipal, or environmental users of groundwater.

§ MTs are set at the lowest groundwater elevation observed 
since 2015-01-01, as maintaining levels above this point 
ensures no additional harm to beneficial users of groundwater.

§ MOs:
§ MO1 (aspirational): 25th percentile of observed groundwater 

elevations since 2015-01-01, roughly in line with average spring 
levels year round

§ MO2 (realistic): 50th percentile of observed groundwater 
elevations since 2015-01-01, roughly in line with average spring 
and fall levels year round

MT

more operational flexibility for conjunctive use, 
more likely to overshoot MT

MO 2
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Groundwater level SMC
§ Undesirable results: Significant and unreasonable chronic 

lowering of groundwater levels occurs when such lowering 
threatens the long-term viability of domestic, agricultural, 
municipal, or environmental users of groundwater.

§ MTs are set at the lowest groundwater elevation observed 
since 2015-01-01, as maintaining levels above this point 
ensures no additional harm to beneficial users of groundwater.

§ MOs:
§ MO1 (aspirational): 25th percentile of observed groundwater 

elevations since 2015-01-01, roughly in line with average spring 
levels year round

§ MO2 (realistic): 50th percentile of observed groundwater 
elevations since 2015-01-01, roughly in line with average spring 
and fall levels year round

§ Identification: More than 25% (10/37) of representative 
monitoring wells fall below MTs for three consecutive years at 
each location (akin to a 7 year long drought).

§ Use cosana to determine demand reduction required as 
undesirable results are identified. 

MT

MO 1

MO 2
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Groundwater level MTs and MOs

MT

MO 1

MO 2
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Groundwater 
level MTs & 
MOs
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2015 fall 
groundwater 
level

2020 
groundwater 
level

Non- zero cost to 
protect wells 

(~$0.5M)

Zero cost of lost 
revenue from 
agriculture 
(~$50M)

Refresher (December 11, 2020 meeting): 
well protection analysis
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Refresher (December 11, 2020 meeting):  Forecasted well impacts 
under a return to 2015 fall lows are minimal ~ 2% impacted

well type n active n dry

domestic 393 8

agricultural 71 4

public 68 0

well type n active n dry

domestic 774 8

agricultural 101 4

public 107 0

31-year retirement age 40-year retirement age
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~2% failure assuming a 2015 fall low MT is consistent with group sentiment
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Take away messages: what’s reasonable?

A post-2015 low groundwater level MT leads to:
ü No additional ISW depletion
ü No additional loss of GDEs
ü No land subsidence
ü ~2% well impacted (requiring rehabilitation)

Lower than this, and we need to prove that a lower MT 
will NOT cause significant and unreasonable impacts to:

q interconnected surface water
q groundwater dependent ecosystems
q land subsidence
q domestic wells, agricultural wells, municipal wells
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Sharing values – zoom poll

1. The ________ percentile of post-2015 groundwater levels is a reasonable MO.

§ 25th (aspirational, roughly in line with maintaining recent spring groundwater levels year round, less 
operational flexibility for conjunctive use, but less likely to overshoot MT)

§ 50th (realistic, roughly in line with maintaining the recent median of fall and spring groundwater levels year 
round, maintains operational space for conjunctive use)

§ 75th (overly aggressive, roughly in line with maintaining recent fall groundwater levels year round, more 
likely to overshoot MTs)

§ Something not listed above

2. Do you agree with a post-2015 low MT (no additional ISW depletion, no additional loss of GDEs, no land 
subsidence, ~2% wells impacted)?

§ Yes, this is reasonable

§ No, I have a different proposed MT that will avoid significant and unreasonable impact

3. Identification of significant and unreasonable impacts occurs if 25% of monitoring wells overshoot MTs for 
___________________ .

§ 2 consecutive years (2012-2016 drought plus two years)

§ 3 consecutive years (2012-2016 drought plus three years)

§ Other 


